IFRC and UNDP launch largest ever comparative study of law and disaster risk reduction

The IFRC and the UNDP launched a comprehensive new comparative study of legislation for disaster risk reduction. The study, entitled Effective law and regulation for disaster risk reduction, analyses the laws of 31 countries. More details

Africans call for stronger laws on disaster risk reduction at Regional Forum

Advocates from the RC/RC Movement joined governments and other civil society stakeholders to call for stronger laws on DRR at the 5th Africa Regional Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction. More details

New report analyses impact of Indonesia’s legal framework for international assistance

The Indonesian Red Cross Society and the IFRC have released the first formal impact study of a national legal framework for the management of international disaster assistance. More details

LAUNCH WEBCAST

The Geneva launch event for the IFRC-UNDP study will be webcast in real time on July 8 at 10:00 CET. More details

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE

> High-level discussions in Myanmar call for progress on disaster law. Read article

> Nepal’s development and housing authority hosts launch of Red Cross study on barriers to emergency shelter. Read article

> IDRL potential of new Bali Trade Facilitation Agreement raised at conference in Baku. Read article
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